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ABSTRACT

A geometrically nonlinear approach towards shear cutting of carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) is
developed. The material model aims at simulating the initiation and evolution of damage through the
cutting process. In order to simulate crack propagation using a damage model, a gradient enhanced formulation of damage is implemented [1].
Experimental tests on tensile specimens were carried out as well as shear and cutting experiments. The
tensile experiments suggest a brittle damaging behavior which is introduced in the material model. Cutting experiments suggest a distinction between matrix and fiber damage which is implemented in the
material model as well. The distinction between fiber and matrix damage is implemented in terms of a
two surface approach.
Material parameters are fitted using experimental results and an estimation of the quality of the fit is
given.
Goal of the development of this new material model is to gain more insight into the material response
of CFRP during shear cutting. While the material response on shear cutting of different metals is well
known, there exists little to none knowledge of the material behavior of CFRP. This lack of knowledge
prohibits the use of blanking in mass manufacturing of CFRP as it would be useful in car manufacturing.
Therefore the gained knowledge about the cutting behavior is considered a crucial part of paving the way
for CFRP into mass production [2].
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